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The Mine Disaster Accountability will be added into the State Council Regulations 
The State Council is planning to establish the investigation  system of administrative responsibility for work safety in 
all industries including coal mines through administrative legislation (regulations) so as to strengthen the supervisory 
functions of local governments. 
The National Emergency Preparedness System has been Established 
"The national emergency preparedness system has been preliminarily established".This was the remark made by Hua Jianmin at 
the 14th Standing Committee session of the 10th National People Congress. He adds that the system divides paroxysmal public 
accidents into four kinds: natural disasters, work accidents, public hygiene and social security, and rates them into four 
grades according to the seriousness, controllability and impact areas,which are extremely  serious, very serious, serious 
and ordinary.  
S&T Program for Coal Mine Safety Startup 
The Ministry of Science and Technology has decided to start up a special S&T program for coal mine safety, effectively 
refrain the occurency of the happening of extremely gas accidents in coal mines and provide strong S&T support for coal 
mine work safety. The program will be implemented in two stages. In 2005, basic research is able to start up and a number 
of advanced and applicable technologies will be applied and spread as soon as possible. Between 2006 and 2010 a key 
technical research for the coal mine gas treatment is to be incorporated into the state S&T plan in order to make a 
breakthrough in some aspects, such as coal mine gas disaster-related basic theoretical research, monitoring and alert, 
control and emergency rescue skills. 
Shanxi Mine Leaders Go Down the Mines Every Month 



According to thecoal mine actualities, Shanxi Province establish the  management regulation which requires coal mine 
leaders to go down to the mines. The chief leaders of the incorporation must go down to the coal mines at least three 
times, and the number for deputy leaders(in charge of production, safety, machinery and electricity and techniques) and 
deputy chief engineers are more than four and five times.
Hebei Mine Inspectors Checkup down the Mines 
In order to learn lessons from Henan, Shaanxi and Liaoning mineral disasters, Hebei province asks all the inspectors to 
find problems down the mines when conducting coal mine safety checkups. They were urged to eradicate mere shows or 
formalistic approaches. Apart from self-checkups, self-corrections and responsibility fulfillment in coal mines, the 
government will send three inspection teams to concentrate their attentions on inspecting provincial coal mines. Besides 
examining the gas condition, they would also check whether there is any production in excess of capacity, especially of 
production in excess of ventilation. 
Suggestions on theRevision of the Coal Industry Law  
In order to carry on democracy and draw on the wisdom of the masses, the State Development and Reformation Commission has 
made an announcement soliciting advice and suggestions from all organs, organizations, enterprises and institutions and 
citizens at home and abroad. The deadline of validity is October 15, 2005. 
Front Cover: Shanghai Linzheng Safety Equipment Co.,Ltd.
Xiao Yueli, the General Manager of Shanghai Linzheng Safety Equipment Co., Ltd., said that at the beginning of the 
foundation, they found that all the domestic companies all managed their companies by winning the price wars. However, 
Linzheng determines to create a name brand and bring along its sales by it. He attributed the stable development of 
Linzheng to four major factors: (1) Introducing advanced business operation concepts from abroad; (2) Organizing a stable 
and quality contingent of salespeople; (3) Accurately position for the products; (4) Setting up a rational organizational 
framework. The name brand strategy of Linzheng has been proved effective. Linzheng products went essentially on sale in 
March, 2002, and the total sales is about several millions yuan in the same year. In 2003 the total sales multiplied by six 
or seven times, and began to yield profits. In 2004 the yearly sales increased by 50%. 
1．The Eights Keys for Safety Propaganda and Education in 2005.  
2．Decent Work and Safe Work      
3．The Safety Experience in the Large Engineering Project 
4．20 Years After the Bhopal Disaster 
5．The Legal Responsibilities and Prevention of Accidents in the Campus.  
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